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LETTER FROM THE CEO
Dear Current and Prospective Clients,
As the founding President and CEO of ARVis
Institute, I welcome and invite you to learn who we
are, what we value, and how our services can
benefit you and transform your organization.
ARVis Institute is an international strategy and
management consulting firm providing
comprehensive and customized management
consulting, corporate learning and executive
coaching services. We integrate strategic and
operational consulting and development to ensure
alignment, consistency, and sustainability of our
efforts.
We partner with your team of executives and
leaders to address the most crucial business
issues and develop innovative solutions that
serve to:









Develop and Implement Strategy
Drive Qualitative and Quantitative Analyses
Lead, Manage, and Sustain Change
Advance Critical Thinking and Decision Making
Establish Performance Metrics
Develop a High-Performance Culture
Expand the Leadership Landscape
Manage Human Capital and Develop Talent

ARVis operates within a code of professional
ethics and a core system of values that dictate a
drive to remain accountable, deliver results and
demonstrate value for each client we serve. Our
success is due to our varied experiences,
knowledge of what drives behavior, and a focus on
strategic development, alignment and
implementation.
We have established powerful relationships with
highly qualified and experienced management
consultants, strategists, and learning
professionals. Our practitioners listen to and
research diverse views and impart organization
development methodologies that increase
operational capacity and lead to organizational
excellence.
© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved

Whether you seek comprehensive consulting solutions,
learning and development options, or coaching or
advisory services, you can be assured that ARVis will
deliver for you. With us, you will receive unparalleled
personal attention and distinctive service.

ARVis Institute’s major competitive
advantage is that we Turn Your Strategic
Intentions Into RealityTM.
We have the talents to centralize services and
provide for delivery consistency and strategic
continuity. This translates into a major cost savings
for our clients, and the partnership stacks the deck
in favor of your success!
We are so confident that we can produce the
results you seek that we offer a money-back
guarantee on many of our services. This means
that if we do not meet and/or exceed the agreed
upon expectations and provide you with the
established deliverables, we lose, not you.
I look forward to our new or continued partnership.
Sincerely,
Terina R. Allen
Terina R. Allen, CEO

OUR MISSION
To advance organizational excellence
initiatives by providing strategy,
consulting, learning, and advisory
solutions that transform
organizations and ensure today’s
leaders and managers are competent
and skilled to affect change.
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

ARVis Institute’s major competitive advantage is that we
Turn Your Strategic Intentions Into RealityTM.

1.

You benefit from our proprietary, eight (8) step consulting and OD
methodology and framework that distinctly addresses both strategic and
symptom-based priorities and has consistently delivered results.

2.

You gain access to our expertise, experience and resources designed to
fully address the global Organization Development (OD) perspective by
integrating management consulting, corporate advising, and learning
solutions that will benefit your organization and its members respectively.

3.

You will be matched with committed thought leaders who apply our
trademarked DREARTM Superior Coaching Model and possess the
capabilities to lead meaningful and purposeful diagnoses, conduct
qualitative and quantitative analyses, and make informed and sound
recommendations – based on your needs – not ours!

4.

You gain customized tools to optimize and sustain your strategy,
leadership, and change initiatives. With us, nothing is an event. We
apply purposeful methods and processes to ensure strategic alignment,
engage executives and leaders, and truly transform organizations.

5.

You will receive unparalleled personal attention. With us it is personal.
We make it our business to help you succeed at yours and provide the
flexibility and follow up needed to stack the deck in favor of success.
Moreover, our prices and fees beat the industry average while our service
and results exceed it!

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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WHAT WE VALUE

Accountability
ARVis Institute adheres to the highest standards of credibility and accountability.
We hold ourselves responsible (and invite our clients to hold us responsible) for making ethical decisions,
adhering to organization development consulting standards, and for performing deliberate activities that
ensure our clients achieve the expected goals and results. We remain fully accountable to deliver
measurable results and lead our clients on the path to achieving organizational excellence.
We provide recommendations and make decisions based on the needs and benefits of our clients,
not our own.

Results
ARVis Institute collaborates with our clients to "Turn Strategic Intentions Into RealityTM.
We take pride in our ability to partner with our clients and listen for their needs. Our organization
development practitioners will diagnose issues and prescribe solutions to address critical challenges and
transform business systems. At the heart of our services is our commitment to move beyond training and
development and use performance measurement tools and assessments to determine success.
We will develop a plan and proactively implement that plan to deliver measurable results.

Value
ARVis Institute ensures that our clients realize a return on the investment.
We value our clients' needs.
We value our professional standards and integrity.
We guarantee that
our clients will realize the value of our services;
our clients will be able to create and demonstrate value to their stakeholders;
our clients will achieve the agreed upon results;
our clients will have access to highly qualified, experienced experts and the latest research.
Our clients will enjoy dynamic, informative and engaging consulting and learning experiences.
© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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WHAT WE DELIVER

We deliver a systems approach to management consulting and organization development
(business, people, processes, culture) and use the latest scientific approaches to increase
organizational effectiveness. Our services focus on the interrelationships of all organizational
entities to allow for appropriate connections across various spectrums (i.e. divisions,
departments, and individuals), improved services, and greater efficiencies.
Our practitioners listen to and research diverse views that increase operational capacity and
organizational capability. You can be assured that ARVis will deliver for you. We have the talents
to centralize services and provide for delivery consistency and strategic continuity.
At no cost, we'll talk with you about your specific issues/needs. Click here to begin the
conversation or call (800) 901-1680.
You can also check the ARVoicesTM Strategic Leadership Network for the latest summits,
conferences, and events for executives and leaders.

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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OUR SERVICES
Strategy, Consulting & Organization Development Services
We Turn Theory Into Practice and Your Strategic Intentions Into RealityTM.
We integrate strategic and operational consulting solutions to ensure alignment, consistency, and sustainability
of our efforts. Each of our clients is as unique as the solutions we realize with them. Our consulting process
promotes experiential learning by our clients. We are deliberate about listening and involving our clients in the
process. Rather than trying to make decisions for them, we assist them with crafting solutions and results to
address their current and future challenges and realize broad strategic outcomes.
At the heart of our consulting services is our ability to anticipate, plan and respond to change by using a
methodical and systematic approach. Our practitioners possess a deep knowledge of social and behavioral
science concepts specifically related to consulting and organizational change. We are prepared to work with
your leadership team to diagnose and assess the current state and then move to develop tools and solutions
that will improve the situation, increase operational capacity and establish a healthy and effective organization.
ARVis Institute can assist you with accomplishing readily established organizational goals, and we are uniquely
qualified to assist with developing new strategic outcomes and associated objectives. Our process includes
engaging primary stakeholders at the core and ensuring that all decision makers are better equipped to guide,
lead and accomplish successful transitions and strategic outcomes long after our experts have gone.

Learning & Professional Development Services
We Provide Engaging Learning Solutions that Expand the Leadership Landscape.
We focus on learning retention, application and measurement. We ensure continuity of knowledge and work
with individuals and organizations to maximize potential, change behaviors, close competency and leadership
gaps, and strengthen organizational capacity.
Our learning professionals are not only experts in their respective fields, they also know how to transfer this
knowledge and expertise with others in a manner that increases learning retention. We secure the most
advanced professionals and educators who are highly skilled in applying adult learning techniques. Our
associates possess significant education and practical, real-life experiences in their content areas. We work
with organizations who have recognized the need for change to:


Determine their learning and development needs



Establish specific learning outcomes and associated behaviors



Design and/or customize related curricula and instructional methods and tools



Administer interactive learning engagements (times spans customized for our clients’ needs)



Assess return on learning and behavioral changes/improvements

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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OUR SERVICES
Executive Coaching and Corporate Advising Services
We Help You Maximize Potential and More Fully Contribute to Organizational Success.
With us you will out shine the rest! We provide the confidential guidance, counsel, support, and candid
feedback that successful leaders rely on to maximize potential, elevate skills, and achieve goals. Everyone
can benefit from having a “safe space,” free of judgment to learn, grow, focus, and recharge their batteries.
Executive coaching is an experiential and individualized leadership process that supports and advances the
executive's capacity to achieve short and long-term professional and organizational goals. It is conducted
through one-on-one interactions and engagements and based on mutual trust and respect. This is a
partnership driven by a mutual goal of maximizing performance (professional and organizational) and realizing
results for the executive by providing a forum for real-time feedback and guidance.
Partnering with a coach is not a sign of weakness. It is a sign of strength. Most of our clients are recognized
top performers and high achievers who seek to press forward for continued growth, unleash creativity and
innovative thinking, and sharpen competencies and skills for goal achievement.
Click here to view our chart which outlines the distinctions between our coaching and advising services.

Business Services & Document Creation
We Produce Documents & Websites that Help You Connect Better.
We have experienced professional writers, editors and designers on board to create and customize
professional business documents and websites when you need them. Our team consists of creative writers
who possess exceptional English grammar, editing and computer skills.
When you need to use written communications to connect with your customers and stakeholders, we deliver
the finest and most impressive electronic and hard copy documents and designs.
Strategic Plans

Business Plans

Marketing Plans

Business Proposals

Financial Reports

Spreadsheets

Brochures

Newsletters

Flyers

Website Design

Survey Administration

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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CLIENT SOLUTIONS
Our Expertise and Research are Focused in the Following 21 Categories.


Strategic Leadership: Demonstrating Value



Strategic Planning & Management



Ethical Leadership & Decision Making



Organizational Structure Design



Financial Management for Leaders



3-C Performance Strategy
Developing a High Performance Culture



Change Management/Organizational Transformation



Organizational Performance Measurement/Metrics







Mergers and Acquisitions



Strategic Communications



Mentoring Program Design



Emotional Intelligence

Labor and Management Relations
Human Capital Management
Strategic Human Resource
Management




Succession Management /Talent
Development



Team Development &
Engagement



HRIS System Development and
Implementation



Conflict Management and
Negotiation



ERP Systems and Projects



Communicating with Diplomacy

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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CLIENT SOLUTIONS
Our Clients Receive Unparalleled Personal Attention.
Each of our clients is as unique as the solutions we realize with them.
Some comprehensive solutions have included:


Designing, developing, and executing organizational and departmental strategy



Instituting operational plans that align with organizational and departmental goals



Advancing the leadership landscape by partnering with C-suite and HR leaders to maximize capital



Realigning and restructuring divisions, departments, and units



Enhancing customer service delivery



Creating and applying performance management and measurement systems and tools



Building a high-performance culture that values performance accountabilities and conflict resolution



Implementing continuous improvement programs and improving quality



Developing and implementing internal accounting, financial, and operational audits



Transforming people and systems with organizational renewal and reshaping efforts



Engaging team members in interactive problem-solving activities to improve communications



Enhancing critical thinking and decision making skills of employees at all levels



Working with labor and management leaders to bring about improved relationships and build trust



Designing and implementing succession planning & management and talent development programs



Establishing and administering mentorship programs and providing facilitation on program implementation



Planning, administering, and directing regional mediation and conflict resolution programs



Facilitating executive coaching and executive onboarding programs



Designing, developing, and teaching high-level, comprehensive curricula including an executive
leadership series



Determining learning needs and build organizational support, structure and capacity to deliver value



Conducting gap analyses and evaluation studies to determine immediate & long-term impact of training



Providing extensive expertise and development for complex and comprehensive education and training
programs targeted to executives and leaders at the mid and senior levels

The following pages provide more detail regarding several of the deliverables
we are prepared to customize for you.
© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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DELIVERABLES
Strategy
This time should be different.
Don't fail because you jumped into strategic planning without first understanding
strategic thinking. Set yourself and your organization up for success with us.
We do it differently so you can do it better.
It is not enough to have
a strategy. You also
have to execute and
measure it! You will
benefit from our solid
expertise and
experience in planning,
developing, executing,
and measuring strategy
across a wide range
of industries and
disciplines.

Our strategy solutions are uniquely designed to help executives and leaders
understand the importance of and benefits to thinking, planning and
managing strategically. Services within this category are designed to
support developing proactive methods and tools for aligning all
organizational functions, processes, people, decisions, and activities to
achieve defined outcomes and organizational goals.
We facilitate a dialogue regarding organizational needs, opportunities, and
challenges and transfer deep knowledge and research to establish a
framework and process regarding all aspects of strategy, from stakeholder
buy in, to goal establishment, to outcome measurement. We work with
organizations, departments, and people at an extraordinary depth and
ensure that a strong strategy is not only developed but that it gets
implemented and continues long after our consultants have gone.

Client Deliverables


Truly comprehend the full strategy process, various analysis models and how to best execute the plan



Understand the four (4) phases and five (5) essential components of strategic planning



Learn the 25 most critical strategic questions and how to determine answers



Recognize the challenges and factors to consider for implementation and how to address them



Learn how to identity your key goals and outcomes and mitigate against competing priorities



Comprehend how to "Turn Strategic Intentions into Reality"



Complete thorough risk & vulnerability assessments and prepare for known threats and weaknesses



Review the value-added contributions that today's leaders must make to demonstrate their value



Discuss importance of strategic human relationship management



Understand the fundamentals of performance metrics and outcome measurement



Increase business performance and shareholder value by aligning activities with strategy

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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DELIVERABLES
Developing a High-Performance Culture, 3-C Strategy
Culture, Competence, Capacity
Build your high-performance culture.
Our 3-C solutions are specifically aimed at ensuring that executives,
managers, and leaders focus on and increase performance by
simultaneously analyzing, reconciling and integrating culture,
competence, and capacity. This is a leader's proactive effort to achieve
organizational excellence by reviewing the interconnections and
interdependence of systems and then determining renewal and
reshaping opportunities that align with continuous quality improvement
and goal achievement.

This is an organizational
renewal and reshaping
initiative that leads to a
positive transformation in
your people, systems,
processes and culture
and drives an intentional
focus on performance,
accountability and
service.

Key stakeholders are involved with determining the (1) drivers for
change (2) value proposition and value creation (3) success outcome
matrices. Based on the results of these assessments and analytical
diagnoses, decisions are made to develop and maximize human
capital and ensure that operational capacity exists across boundaries
and departments to accomplish goals. Our clients have found this work to be some of the most in-depth and
meaningful when one is truly serious about transformation and building an effective organization.

Client Deliverables


Determine what you need and what you value - complete a full-scale needs assessment to
understand the change drivers and collaborative value for internal and external stakeholders



Understand the elements of high-performing, learning organizations



Ensure commitment and dedication for organizational success from employees



Perform a cultural assessment to determine barriers and obstacles to success and available
resources and renewal opportunities



Analyze people, systems, and processes and remove conflicts with the organizational strategy



Move beyond establishing outcomes and objectives to ensuring that operational capacity exists for
success



Establish and communicate organization development methodologies, processes and procedures so
as to determine priorities and establish the true value proposition for service delivery



Review any business, strategic, and operational plans, perform a gap analysis, and recommend
appropriate organizational shaping and renewal actions

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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DELIVERABLES
Strategic Leadership: Own Your Power
Leadership is not about titles. It is not about seniority. It is not about status, and
it is not about management. Leadership is about power and the ability to know when and
how to use it to influence the people around you to do and become more.
People who own their
power have the freedom,
the independence, and
the authority to make
things happen.
These people are able
to affect change.
These people are leaders.
Do you own your
power to lead?

Our strategic leadership solutions are intended for the decision makers
and senior level executives and others who want to get there. No one is
doing what we are doing here. The approach we take with our leaders
and executives is fresh, engaging, and directly designed to do two
things: (1) develop best-in-class leaders who possess and demonstrate
today's leadership competencies and (2) give you the knowledge and
tools to move your organization from here to where you want to go - the
tools to affect change.
We have taken the best research, thought leadership, and executive
experiences and put together a globally comprehensive leadership core
that is tailored as necessary for the specific needs of our clients whether it be for executive development or consulting services.

Client Deliverables


Distinguish between management and leadership - there is a distinct difference and we discuss this
difference while emphasizing the value of each



Understand the leading leadership competencies and the associated behaviors of exceptional leaders



Appreciate the importance of relationships, and build your emotional intelligence quotient



Realize the three (3) critical points of value - without these, you cannot fully lead



Develop a functional leadership landscape after first evaluating the causes and implications of the
dysfunctional



Assess leadership credibility and accountability and learn how to regain credibility that may have
tarnished



Use your power and influence to advance organizational strategy and vision while ensuring that
resources are provided and barriers are removed for your employees to grow and succeed



Develop exceptional communication skills to build winning coalitions and resolve conflict appropriately

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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DELIVERABLES
Anticipating & Responding to Change
Do you know where you are going, and can you get there without changing?
These are the questions that leaders must ask when considering how to
move their organizations and people to the next level.
Our change management solutions are designed to help executives
and leaders effectively anticipate and respond to episodic and
continual change while ensuring continued productivity and maximum
benefit for the organization and its members. We help to create and
sustain successful organizations that can innovate and adapt
effectively and timely by understanding the internal and external drivers
for change and balancing those against organizational and employee
considerations and needs.
We advocate against haphazard and random change or change just for
the sake of it. Instead, we embrace working with leaders and
executives to perform a thorough analysis of the issues and, if so
deemed, formulate global change efforts that will positively impact the
organization and its members.

The successful change
effort is the one where a
balance is made between
stability and adaptability.
These are both critical
elements to
organizational growth
and innovation, and we
help you strike that
balance.

Client Deliverables


Understand internal and external drivers of change and when to advance change efforts to maintain a
financial, operational, and human capital competitive advantage



Assess impending changes based on their impact to the entire organization, process and/or the
interconnected processes in the system



Focus on a systematic cultural shift in the “way we do things around here”



Help employees understand “what’s in it for them” and why it benefits the organization to expend
more resources improving process making needed changes



Recognize key organizational and employee change transitions and triggers and the positive and
negative impact for each



Identify the various stages of organizational, team and individual change and the best communication
processes to employ



Recognize and appropriately cope with the range of emotions and responses to change



Learn how to effectively sustain organizational changes and gain effective follow-up techniques for
after the change has occurred

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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DELIVERABLES
Performance Measurement: Defining the Right Outcomes
Performance metrics made simple and defined right.
There are six (6) classifications of measurement, and we will work with you to identify which
metrics are applicable to your strategy and employee performance.
Our performance measurement solutions are aimed at helping executives
What gets measured, and leaders develop and implement system-wide performance measurement
and management programs; understand the full scope of the performance
gets done! What
measurement process; determine if performance aligns with accomplishing
metrics are you using to strategic outcomes and objectives; and provide executives and leaders with
define your strategic
the tools and strategies to achieve effective and meaningful results and
communicate those results (value and capacity) to constituents,
and operational
outcomes, and how do stakeholders, and employees.

you align and evaluate
We are clear about metrics and work directly with you to first define the right
them against employee outcomes and then establish appropriate metrics by which to evaluate
performance?
performance and goal achievement. This is the best connection you can
make to link individual and team performance to organizational goal
achievement. We can help you build a comprehensive performance measurement and management system
from scratch or modify your existing management system to better quantify goal achievement and distinguish
high and low performers.

Client Deliverables



Review the history of performance measurement and implications for leaders



Overview of strategic planning and the strategy mapping process



Review the performance measurement process, focusing on defining the right outcomes



Interpret distinctions between outcomes and outputs



What gets measured, gets done! Understand the steps involved in defining outcomes



Recognize the challenges associated with defining the right outcomes



Realize your value proposition and determine your strategic contribution



Translate data to demonstrate value and communicate results which help to justify budget proposals,
support program development, and demonstrate taxpayer benefit



Analyze the complete performance measurement process in relation with your specific goals



Actually develop and implement a complete performance management system with associated
accountabilities

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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DELIVERABLES
Succession Planning & Talent Development
There is a business case for strategically developing talent and planning for succession.
We help you understand and make that case and give you the tools and knowledge to
strengthen organizational capacity and develop talent to close competency gaps.
Our succession planning and talent development solutions serve
to fortify human capital management initiatives and ensure
achievement of organizational goals for public and private sector
organizations. Embarking on this initiative demonstrates an
organization’s long-term commitment to its people, its services,
and its finances, and it shows a determination to maintain
institutional continuity.
We help you get it right by ensuring the right people, with the right
talents, are in the right place at the right time to accomplish
current and future goals and drive a myriad financial, HR, and
operational successes. By doing this you will be better able to
retain high performers, fill gaps in development, respond to
significant retirements, and engage different generational groups.

An interruption in the
leadership pipeline is a luxury
organizations cannot afford.
Succession planning is what
you do when you understand
that a major loss of
leadership and institutional
knowledge can undermine
organizational credibility and
sabotage the future.

Client Deliverables


Provide an in-depth understanding of the four (4) components of succession planning as well as
the associated elements of each component



Complete the process of instituting succession planning at your organization with detailed timelines



Recognize the limits to succession planning and when it should not be applied; avoid pitfalls



Develop a knowledge management and transfer culture that will ensure organizational stability



Align the human resource planning process with organizational strategy



Develop and communicate core competencies for key positions and perform a gap analysis



Explain best practices and processes in executive onboarding and management coaching



Gather the importance of generational differences and shifting paradigms



Systematically identify, assess, and develop talent by designing and implementing programs



Design intangible and tangible rewards for talented, high-performers and learn how to retain them

Another option under this deliverable category is Mentorship Program Design and Development.
Contact our office for customized solutions for your specific needs.
© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
All Rights Reserved
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DELIVERABLES
Human Resource Management
Today’s changing workforce and business climate demands a different kind of HR leader.
Not only do we help you understand the complexities of human resource management and
performance management, we give you the tools and knowledge to implement them.
It is not enough to be an
HR professional. Today,
you must be a business
partner, a leader, and a
strategist. We give you
the knowledge, tools,
and methods to do
exactly this and to do it
very well.

Our human resource management solutions are geared toward those HR
leaders who focus or want to focus more on the strategic HR function and
body of knowledge. More specifically, our purpose here is to align the HR
planning processes with organizational strategy and help leaders better
demonstrate their value and contribute to creating financial and operational
stability and successes for their institutions.
It is no longer an option. HR leaders must be ready and able to develop and
implement an HR strategy and then strategically deploy human capital in a
manner that adds value and contributes to organizational success. Today’s
business world requires HR business partners who get it and have the
confidence to do it.

Client Deliverables


Increase understanding of Human Resource Management (HRM) functions



Learn what should be included in your HR strategy and how to get this information



Explore the trends and present and future concerns in Human Resource Management



Understand what contributions HR leaders need to make to the organization and why it matters



Review the human resource planning process and learn how to align it with strategy



Gain a competitive advantage by developing high-performing STAWKers



Understand how to increase employee performance, develop talent and institute succession planning



Build skills to strategically manage and negotiate human relationships



Design and establish HR metrics to effectively analyze and measure human capital



Become aware of the latest changes and updates in employment law why they matter



Explain best practices and processes in executive onboarding and management coaching

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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DELIVERABLES
Communicating with Diplomacy
Capitalize on your communication style and practice effective techniques to advance and
influence support for individual and organizational goals and outcomes.

Our communication solutions are geared at helping executives and
leaders capitalize on their own communication styles and practice
effective nonverbal and verbal techniques to advance and influence
support for organizational goals and outcomes and improve individual
and team performance.

The single biggest
problem in
communication is
the illusion that it has
taken place.

How we see things defines how we deal with them. This makes it even
George Bernard Shaw
more important that we uncover and understand our own biases,
expectations, and agendas as well as our preferred communication
methods and styles before we focus on using our positions to improve weakened performance and
communication techniques in others. We position you to better use your style to deliver an effective message
and get your team and colleagues to support and advance projects and build relationships.

Client Deliverables


Develop a common understanding of and definition for communication and effective dialogue



Create a culture of trust and value by facilitating information exchanges, creativity and innovation



Learn the five (5) step discussion process and how to use it to hold yourself and others accountable



Understand the principles of feedback and give and receive open, honest feedback with clarity



Demonstrate effective active listening skills that promote open dialogue and build trust



Discover the impact of nonverbal signals and body language and how to interpret meaning



Capitalize on your own speaking style to advance and influence support for organizational goals



Communicate project progress and results appropriately with sponsor and other stakeholders



Identify your challenges: what gets in your way when it comes to applying your best communication
skills? We explore the challenges and opportunities for growth.

Other options under this deliverable category are Emotional Intelligence and Team Development.
Contact our office for customized solutions for your specific needs.
© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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DELIVERABLES
Conflict Resolution & Negotiation
Collaboration is not always the best option and it does not always work.
We work with you and your team to determine individual conflict style preferences and explain
when your proffered style is suitable and when it is not.
There are resolution options that actually work even when win-win does not.
Unresolved conflict leads to a significant
loss of organizational productivity and
resources and costs organizations $359
billion in paid hours a year. Pretending
that it does not exist is not an option; this
bill gets paid one way or another.

Our conflict and negotiation solutions are focused to
help leaders and employees with creative and
practical skills to address and resolve conflicts
appropriately and timely. Additionally, we focus on
an effective six-step negotiation process that is
designed to advance internal and external
communications and encourage sound decision
making.

We also understand that some people really are just difficult, and we arm you with the conflict management
tools and strategies to effectively deal with and focus these difficult conversations and improve performance.
You will gain real-time applicable methods for coping with difficult people and becoming a great negotiator.

Client Deliverables


Learn the definition of conflict and the positive and negative consequences of workplace conflict



Recognize the causes of conflict, what escalates it, and how to de-escalate tensions that have formed
from unresolved and/or unaddressed conflict



Learn effective methods for coping with difficult behaviors



Understand how to use a needs analysis to resolve and manage conflict



Practice using the 5-step problem-solving process to remedy conflict



Understand the five (5) different conflict management styles and determine which you prefer and
when it may be necessary to adopt other styles



Assert yourself respectfully and defend your principled viewpoints when necessary while maintaining
relationships



Adjust your negotiation style to the situation and effectively identify the needs of others so as to make
more informed decisions that benefit your stakeholders



Gain the confidence to position yourself, your organization and your message persuasively and
negotiate more win-win solutions

© ARVis Institute (2014), Catalog of Services
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DELIVERABLES
Labor and Management Relations
When labor and management teams demonstrate respect and listen to each other,
cooperation performance, efficiency, and quality are improved and
a world-class, high-performance culture is possible.
Our labor/management solutions do not help organizations institute or
break down unions. Our aim is to help build a culture and develop
processes that advance communications and trust after one is already
in existence. We work with both the labor and management teams to
assess the climate, culture, and relationships and then identify the
priorities, needs, and issues of the labor and management groups.
We are ready to perform an analysis and thorough assessment and
then make recommendations and conduct specific training in response
to our findings. This has proven to be some of the most rewarding and
beneficial work you can do when you are serious about improving and/
or enhancing labor and management relations.

Do you fight for or
against the union, and
how is that working for
you? After one is in
existence, it benefits the
people and organization
when union and
management teams can
effectively communicate
and trust one another.

Client Deliverables


Gather detailed information and data as a result of a proven 10-question assessment that exposes gaps
and highlights the resources and barriers to organizational effectiveness.



Be provided core themes and desired outcomes of both labor and management groups



Understand appropriate protocol for labor/management meetings and best communication strategies



Gain insight on best practices and guidelines for contract negotiations and policy application



Determine learning needs and conduct training sessions with labor and management teams



Receive professional consultation and direction on advancing the culture and building trust via separate
and joint labor and management sessions
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CONSULTATION

ARVis Institute will provide an initial consultation at no
charge.
We will listen for your concerns and needs and share our
expertise and experience for organizational health,
effectiveness and improvement opportunities.
If you have already developed a specific action plan, we can
assist you with implementation by providing consulting,
learning and/or advisory services. The purpose is to
determine your needs and the match with our services and
experts.

info@arvisinstitute.com
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PROPOSAL

ARVis Institute will provide you with a detailed, written
proposal outlining our understanding of your needs, how we
will fulfill those needs, the associated costs and terms, and
we will detail that we have the competence, experience, and
resources to meet your needs.
We are prepared to present you with a proposal after an
initial consultation and/or after you request one by providing
us the necessary information.

info@arvisinstitute.com
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www.arvisinstitute.com
www.arvoices.com

Accountability. Results. Value.

